Replacement/variant counters for
The Great War at Sea I & II

The variant counters contained in this file are intended as replacements for the 1/2-inch merchant ship and transport counters provided in Avalanche Press Ltd.'s The Great War at Sea series games.

To assemble, first mount front side of the counter sheet to a sheet of mat or chip board using a permanent spray adhesive. With a very sharp X-acto knife and a metal straight edge, trim the mounted counter sheet along any two adjoining edges using the marks at each corner at guides. Do the same for the corresponding two edges of the as yet unmounted back side (remember that the back side sheet is a mirror image of the front). Next mount the back sheet to the cardboard, aligning the freshly trimmed edges of the paper and cardboard together. The counter images on the front and back sides should now match up nicely. Last, trim the counters from the cardboard, two rows at a time. Leave the “dividing” areas between the double counter rows intact if possible, to prevent the counters from shifting while they are cut.